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Back to Basics Trading 
 

Masterline Traders coaches have a strong commitment to the education of our 
community of “RETAIL TRADERS.” Our goal is to instill an understanding and ap-
preciation for all basic skillsets required to enjoy a myriad of benefits from day trading 
Futures without inflicting a catastrophic financial loss incurred due to putting live mon-
ey at risk before understanding and mastering all basic elements. We help retail traders 
cultivate the ability to make “adjunctive income” trading Futures, but also instill an un-
derstanding of the benefits your brain, body, and life can enjoy even if you remain a 
“SIM” trader.  I am Sheryl Hargadon, aka “Ms Scalpy.”  I help traders, both newbies and 
experienced, focus on the most basic elements required to be successful by using a 
strategy known as “CHUNKING.” That is, breaking down charts, indicators, and most 
importantly your daily trade related habits, to the very basics required to build a strong 
foundation.  When enough “seat time” has been invested and each basic protocol  mas-
tered, I like to make you conscious and aware that your brain can now put to-
gether multiple simple strategies more powerfully and with less mental effort; much like 
learning to drive.  After periods of “chunking” your brain has developed new neural 
pathways and many critical functions that are associated with successful trade entries 
are now operating on “automatic pilot.”  That is, your subconscious is running the show, 
but it is running it the way you have trained it to!  “B-Scalp” is the foundation strate-
gy.  It was designed to force one to discover the importance of “Support and Re-

sistance” by the use of our MLT time based indicator package.  Our pivot algorithm 
and supply and demand zone indicators are powerful!  The use of our price line helps 
train the brain to make entry decisions with minimal neural stimulation.  We practice 
“parking” orders on primary pivots, in SIM, looking for a “bounce” to yield two or 
three ticks of price action.  This develops the confidence to be accurately Predictive! 
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START EACH DAY HERE 
 

Are you aware of  FUNDAMENTALS that may currently be impacting price action in 
the market?  Be aware…the WORLD, the MARKET, and YOU, are…….DYNAMIC AND  

EVER CHANGING!  Be sure you know who YOU ARE as a TRADER!  Do you under-
stand the concept of having an “EDGE?”  Be sure you have invested enough “SEAT TIME” to 
cultivate an awareness of YOUR EDGE!  Have you created a workspace that gives you a 
quick and relevant overview of the market?  Is your workspace filled with charts running 
numerous indicators or have you been able to create a simple rendering primarily demon-
strating areas of resistance and support?  MLT offers a basic “3Minute 5Minute” chart that 
provides a simple but powerful overview of support, resistance, and price action.  Use of 
this basic rendering, enables you to easily identify whether price action is consolidating or 
trending.  When you open that workspace are your charts showing a coherent relationship 
relative to the time of day, time of year?  Are you aware of news items that will be released 
during your current trading session that may impact your entries? Is the Dow up or down? 
Have you spent time cultivating an understanding and awareness of the “personality” of 
the instrument/s you are trading?  Have you addressed your “Money Management?”  
These observations fuel the decisions which impact the outcome of your trade entries! 
 
•http://www.forexfactory.com    Economic Report Calendar, Live News 

•http://www.finviz.com    Heat Map, Live News 

•http://www.marketwatch.com   Live News 

https://12faee2f-a58b-8b0a-6d1a-9d3fa0d8a67b.filesusr.com/ugd/9e80a5_a378061c361e45cb852bba9b6596bbca.pdf
https://12faee2f-a58b-8b0a-6d1a-9d3fa0d8a67b.filesusr.com/ugd/9e80a5_87e542dd85e74873bbefeeb3f2c748a0.pdf
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KNOW the instrument/s you will be trading: 
 

Are you trading “pre-market” when the European market opens or do you wait for the US 
Equities market to open at 9:30 a.m. Eastern?  What is the viable “money management” 
plan you are using that will safeguard you from catastrophic loss?  You need a full under-
standing of commissions, fees and margin requirements. 
 

When you have gained basic competency using B-Scalp, you will then want to move to 
V-Scalp.  There you add focus to several Moving Averages and the plotting of MLT 

Supply and Demand Zones as well as our “Slope Boxes.” 

• Are candles sandwiched between barriers? Has the price action gone into  
      consolidation? 

• Crossing MA’s, as well as angle and slope values on your MA’s, especially the 13 EMA, 
are powerful indicators of future price action.  Keep watch on those! 

 
Please be aware that “LESS IS MORE” when building charts for trading Futures.  
Practice “Chunking It” and start by learning how to view price action in a way that al-
lows you to be accurately PREDICTIVE. Do you know if you are a “Scalper” or a 
“Trend Trader?”  How many hours of seat time have you invested practicing your foun-

dation entry strategy? 
 

“Predictive analytics is the use of data, statistical algorithms and ma-
chine learning techniques to identify the likelihood of future outcomes based 
on historical data.” 
 
More to Consider: 

• Are you trading over an ETHERNET connection or do you think a wireless connec-
tion provides enough bandwidth to keep historical data current and move orders to 
your broker servers in a timely fashion? 

• Is your Windows 10 Operating System UpToDate?  How about your NinjaTrader soft-
ware?  Do you know how to accomplish basic maintenance on your system to keep it 
operating optimally? 

https://12faee2f-a58b-8b0a-6d1a-9d3fa0d8a67b.filesusr.com/ugd/9e80a5_151a932109e04f1486ba3ce7cf98b748.pdf
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/chunk?pronunciation&lang=en_us&dir=c&file=chunk001
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“BOUNCE” off Major Barrier 
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Here are the “RULES” 
Step 1—BScalp:   

Focus on only TWO Futures contracts and use only the Bounce Scalp or 1 Min Mountain Templates 

• Park and walk away  Major Barriers only; SIM account—document results for a week. 

• Invest a week of “Seat Time” to focus on MONEY MANAGEMENT.  Make sure you have enough mon-

ey in your live brokerage account to accommodate what you have confirmed is the required stop to 

accommodate max drawdown from HFT price spikes.  Determine your optimal target and stop in the 

current market environment.  Document trade results.  BE AWARE THESE VALUES CHANGE AS THE 

MARKET CHANGES! 

 

Step 1—VScalp: 

Reconfigure workspaces to include 3/5 Bounce Scalp, 1 Min Mountain, and 1 Min VScalp Templates 

• Park only on Major Barriers and only when you have confirmed a clearly defined entry on the 1 Min 

VScalp chart.  You have trained your brain to focus on price moving toward pivot barriers.  Now you 

are training your brain to accomplish that same task but while you are looking at a chart with addi-

tional indicators which can be used to give you more information on price action.  Do NOT park, walk 

away.  Manage your entries. 

• Define support & resistance by looking at supply & demand zones, swing bodies, and minor pivots. 

• 200 SMA is now elevated to the status of “Potential Major Barrier.” 

• Confirm that price is either trending or in a “Consolidation Channel.” 

• Keep it SIMPLE!  You have an ATM Strategy configured using an optimal target and stop based on 

seat time invested observing price action in the current market.  You are not interested in moving 

average crosses, gap closes, etc.  You want to be PREDICTIVE based on location of primary pivots 

which are your targets and awareness of the location  of Supply and Demand zones which tend to 

hold the price, support and resistance, until market makers are ready to spike the price to the next 

barrier.  Keep in mind HFT activity might take the price through several barriers on one move.  For 

that reason you have to have a stop loss that will accommodate that type of spike action without be-

ing financially unrealistic.  Observation of this price action will help you to make a decision as to 

which FUTURES CONTRACT is best suited to YOUR MONEY MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS. 
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Focus on Pivots and Supply & Demand Zones 

1 Minute “Mountain” Chart 

3 Min 5 Min “Bounce” Chart    
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BScalp Chart VScalp Chart 

NOTE:  A “Bounce” off a “secondary” pivot worked because the price was caught in a 

“consolidation channel” as evidenced by the plotting of the “Supply and De-

mand Zones” on the VScalp Chart.  Check out the “Basics” of using a 

VScalp Chart! 

YES!! These simple 

strategies AND these 

simple chart tem-

plates work equally 

well on either the NT7 

or NT8 platforms. 

https://12faee2f-a58b-8b0a-6d1a-9d3fa0d8a67b.filesusr.com/ugd/9e80a5_f95220a9110e4b38ac362816c955f93e.pdf
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“One of the many benefits of trading the markets is the freedom it provides.  However, 

with so much freedom comes a price:  The markets cannot protect a trader from him or 

herself.  An individual trader is unsupervised and has the freedom to act unchecked in any 

way he chooses.  This freedom typically reinforces bad habits, and the net result is a mar-

ket that moves and thrives in such a way as to prevent as many people as possible from 

consistently making money.  This is why it is imperative for a trader to have a set of rules 

to follow for each type of trade setup.  Rules are created for a trader’s own protection.” 

 

“Most beginning traders are taught by their brokers to use 3:1 risk reward ratios, risking 

one point to get three points.  As the traders wonder why they always get stopped out 

just before the market turns, their broker is tallying up commissions generated on the day, 

while simultaneously contemplating the effects of a third martini.  In general, wider 
stops produce more winning trades.  The key with wider stops, of 
course, is to only play setups that have a greater than 80 percent 

chance of winning.” 

WISDOM FROM MY PAST 

My apologies, but I had the article with the verbiage above stored on a server 

that is over 13 years old.  These were words of “WISDOM” that resonated 

with me deeply so I saved them.  Unfortunately I did not save the Internet link 

where they were found so I cannot credit the author. 

When I first started trading I was made to feel pretty silly about my “Scalp” 

trades, especially when CL was my instrument of choice and I would go for two 

ticks with a 35 tick stop loss.  Why?  Seat Time.  I knew that if CL spiked off in a 

direction away from my target, the likelihood of it moving more than 32 ticks 

before turning around and coming right back to my target was HIGH!  Yes at 

times the “wait” was painful and the amount of money required in my broker-

age account to cover the drawdown was significant.  That was what motivated 

me to focus on a more refined strategy that got me “OFTF” more than 90% of 

the time.  What is that….ORDER FILLED TARGET FILLED! 
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Note Entry Time and Exit Time During an  

EXTREMELY VOLATILE  

Morning in the Market...OFTF! 
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So...Trading MICRO CONTRACTS...What’s the BENEFIT? 

Have you ever heard the statement “FEEL THE FEAR AND DO IT ANYWAY?”  It was a 

popular book title years ago.  Feeling fear and entering a trade in an account where 

you have $60 to $100K of your hard earned money at risk is NOT EASY!!!  After the 

original “FLASH CRASH” and a similar event last year that impacted the Crude 

Oil Futures Contract, we have been reminded  WE ARE RETAIL TRADERS!! 

HANDCUFF YOURSELF!  Keep no more money in your live account than you can 

afford to lose and NOT CONSIDER CATASTROPHIC!  Hone your entry skills and prove 

to yourself that you can make a high number of winning trades without being afraid.  

Know that as a RETAIL TRADER you are looking for ADJUNCTIVE INCOME.  Know you 

WILL EXPERIENCE LOSSES.  Savor the “JOURNEY.”  We experience a “NEW WORLD” 

almost every single day!  Micro Contracts require significantly less $$ to trade live. 

Want to take advantage of superior training and coaching?  Enter a “Lease to Own” 
Subscription to the MLT VScalp Indicator Package: https://www.masterlinetraders.com/vscalp 
 
 

Get links to valuable training snippets:  https://screencast-o-matic.com/watch/crnfXUREBm 
                                                                                                       https://screencast-o-matic.com/watch/crnjQKRWGe 

 

LAST RULE To FOLLOW 

When the price action for any instrument you are trading moves above the 

“Resistance” pivot “R5” or below the “Support” pivot “S5” 

your trading is DONE FOR THE DAY.  You cannot be predictive if/when the 

price is in “No Man’s Land.” 

Risk Disclosure: 
Futures and Forex trading contains substantial risk and is not for every investor. An investor could potentially lose all or more 
than the initial investment. Risk capital is money that can be lost without jeopardizing ones’ financial security or life style. 
Only risk capital should be used for trading and only those with sufficient risk capital should consider trading. Past perfor-
mance is not necessarily indicative of future results. 
  
Hypothetical Performance Disclosure: 
Hypothetical performance results have many inherent limitations, some of which are described below. No representation is 

being made that any account will, or is likely to, achieve profits or losses similar to those shown; in fact, there are frequently 

sharp differences between hypothetical performance results and the actual results subsequently achieved by any particular 

trading program. One of the limitations of hypothetical performance results is that they are generally prepared with the ben-

efit of hindsight. In addition, hypothetical trading does not involve financial risk, and no hypothetical trading record can com-

pletely account for the impact of financial risk of actual trading. for example, the ability to withstand losses or to adhere to a 

particular trading program in spite of trading losses are material points which can also adversely affect actual trading results. 

https://www.masterlinetraders.com/vscalp
https://screencast-o-matic.com/watch/crnfXUREBm
https://screencast-o-matic.com/watch/crnjQKRWGe

